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3-2-1 Blast-Off to Great Reward Points

3-2-1…  Blast-off to Great Rewards Points! 

 

Triple points on gas!

 

            Double points on groceries!

           

                        Single points on everything else!

 

Just by using your Holyoke Credit Union Visa Platinum Rewards Credit Card!

 

It just makes sense to use your HCU Rewards card when making those every day purchases.  Earn
points for travel, gift cards, merchandise or just plain cash.  Use these points to visit family or friends,
buy gifts or everyday necessities or pay off some bills.  It is up to you!

The HCU Visa Platinum Rewards credit card IS the best card on the market!

Great every day reward points 
No annual fee!
No balance transfer fee!
2.99% on balance transfers for 12 months
Member Loyalty Rewards 

Click here to learn more about HCU’s Visa Platinum Rewards card and to apply. 

HCU’s Member Loyalty Rewards - The more you do with us the more points you will receive.  

Holyoke Credit Union 

Member Loyalty Rewards

 

The following reward points will be awarded to Rewards Cardholders

once $1,000 has been spent on your card within three months of the credit card being issued:

 

HCU Product Points Rewarded 
Just for Opening! 10,000
First Mortgage 20,000
Auto Loan 5,000
Home Equity Loan 5,000
Home Equity Line of Credit 5,000







Checking Account with Direct Deposit 10,000
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HCU’s Debit Card Self-Management Features
For the Do It Yourselfer!

Debit Cards!  They have been in use since the 1970’s and in
today’s world we cannot imagine not having one.  Today your
HCU debit card has many self-management features that we
would like to introduce to you over the course of the next few
months. These features make it easier for you to make
changes to your card yourself without having to call HCU , and
will help you to better manage your financial life.  

This month we are going to concentrate on one specific
feature:

Deactivate/Reactivate My Card

In order to make use of this feature you will have to go onto
your online banking site and click the Service Center button.  

Then in the ELECTRONIC SERVICES box click on the service
you would like to perform.  

 

 

Deactivate/Reactive My Card

If you have ever been in the situation where you cannot find your debit card and are afraid you might
have lost it or it has been stolen, don’t panic.  Just go online and click on the Deactivate/Reactivate
My Card feature and you will be able to freeze your card immediately by clicking the “Deactivate”
button.  Your card will not be able to be used until you find it and reactivate it.  Of course, if you do not
find it you will need to contact HCUatHome Member Service at 413-532-7007 and a new card will
have to be issued to you.  

This feature can also be used for those who would like to keep their card deactivated until they choose
to use it.  You can simply reactivate it when you want to use it and deactivate it when you are through
making your purchase.  This can help guard against fraudulent use of your card.  

At HCU we are always looking for ways to improve your banking and online banking experience, so
you can look forward to more features to be rolled out in the future.  

Next month, we will introduce you to another convenient feature of your debit card, “Increase Credit
Limit”.  
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Grand Opening of HCU’s Feeding Hills Branch
Thursday, October 20, 2016 

On Thursday, October 20, 2016, HCU celebrated the Grand Opening of our new Feeding Hills Branch
located at 14 North Westfield Street, Feeding Hills, MA 01030.  In conjuncture with the West of the
River Chamber and the City of Agawam, a ribbon cutting was performed, officially opening the branch
for business.  

That evening the grand prize of a 40” Samsung Smart TV was raffled off.  Congratulations to Edward
Dersarkisian from Deluxe Limousine, who was the winner of the grand prize.  Each night throughout
the week a $50 gift card was raffled off, as well.  Congratulations to those winners:  Kathrine St.
Pierre, Robert DeForge, Stephen Hall, James Gentilella and Michael R. Olson. 

HCU would like to thank Mayor Cohen, the Agawam City Councilors, John Moriarty from Senator
Humason’s office, Phil Kleinbohl from Rep. Boldyga’s office, the West of the River Chamber, all our
Members, both new and old, and all our new neighbors for welcoming us into Feeding Hills.  

The new branch offers:
• A multi-lane drive-thru  
• 2 modern, more secure ATMs with deposit capabilities (located in vestibule and
  drive-thru)
•A “Tech Bar” with iPads for members’ convenience
•Ample parking







The branch is conveniently located near shopping and businesses in Feeding Hills Center, and is only
3 miles from the “old” branch at 4 Washington Avenue Extension in Agawam, which closed on
September 30th.

For more information call (413) 532-7007, or visit www.holyokecu.com. 

Stop by and check out all we have to offer! 
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Planning for the Holidays

The holidays always seem to be just around the corner.  It won't be long before families are
exchanging presents.  Holidays and gifts can take a big bite out of your budget so planning ahead will
help keep your budget under control.

It is important not to get caught up in the last minute emotion of the season and spend more than you
planned. Holiday overspending ruins many festive occasions and can result in long repayment
schedules.

Don't have a holiday credit hangover! Remember,
credit obligations (excluding home mortgages and
utilities) should not exceed 15-20 percent of your
take-home pay each month.

The following are suggestions to help relieve holiday
stress:

Shop early for gifts. This allows you to take
advantage of sales, specials and bargains.
Don't over buy or forget you have already
shopped for someone.
Make your own gifts. Use skills you have to
sew, bake, paint or make crafts.
Don't be a "One gift for you...one gift for me"
shopper! And don't be tempted to give your
gifts early lest you buy more!
Use layaway plans if possible. Most allow you
to pay at a rate you can afford either weekly or
monthly.
If you have a large family, consider drawing
names to exchange gifts.
Shop your local craft fairs and shows for specialty items - you'll find some great ideas.
Sometimes you can bargain with the vendor.
Family members would appreciate an IOU to mow the loan or wash the car in the spring.
If you plan to fill stockings or bags for the children, try putting a few pieces of fruit (apples &
oranges) in the bottom first. Also, coloring books and scratch pads make great inexpensive
fillers.
Know your merchants' return policies before buying.

Don't forget to plan ahead for expenses such as holiday decorations, special candies, baking supplies
(especially if baking for gifts), increased utility bills, food consumption and wrapping paper. These
expenses are rarely considered and can really add up fast. 

Shopping Safety
Keep your eye out for theft and fraud at this time of year. Follow these simple rules.

Keep a list of all credit and charge card account numbers, with company phone numbers, in a
safe place, not with you.
After a purchase, destroy all credit card slips carbons (or incorrect receipts you have corrected).
Never sign a blank receipt.
Keep your charge/credit card in view at all times when using it for a purchase.
Always notify the creditor immediately if there is an error on your billing statement.







Know the mail order company before ordering and giving your credit card number over the
telephone.

Need help with a holiday budget?  As a (member/customer/resident/consumer/client) of
(Organization), you can take advantage of the GreenPath Financial Wellness program, a free
financial education and counseling program.  GreenPath counselors are available Monday through
Thursday 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. (EST), Friday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. To use
this new service, simply call 1-877-337-3399 or visit them on the web at www.greenpathref.com.
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You could save hundreds on your auto and home
insurance. 
Come in and Speak to a Professional. 

As a Holyoke Credit Union member you have access to the TruStage™ Auto and Home Insurance
Program.  That means an opportunity to save money on a policy issued by Liberty Mutual – a leading
auto and home insurer- available only to members like you.  

As an added bonus, every Thursday you can come in to the Main Branch in Holyoke and speak to
David Fesko, a Liberty Mutual representative and get a personalized quote.  

If you would like to make an appointment with Dave, you can call him at 413-262-7059 or email him at
david.fesko@liberty mutual.com.  

Be sure to ask Dave about the many different types of discounts that are available to you. 
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Deciding on the Ideal Down Payment for Your Home
Is the 20 percent rule really that important?

Word on the homebuyers’ street is that you need to put 20 percent down in order to be approved for a
mortgage. Nowadays, however, that is not always the case. There are instances in which your down
payment can be much less than that, and you’ll still be approved. On the other side of the coin, there
are also situations where more than a 20 percent down payment would be most beneficial.

Putting Less Than 20 Percent Down

The idea that one must put 20 percent down to be approved is a blatant myth. Potential buyers with
lower credit scores and less income still have options. There are at least four types of loans that will
allow a smaller down payment, including some that don’t require money down at all:

FHA loans. These are the best-known housing loans, aside from conventional mortgages, especially
when it comes to first-time homebuyers.

“The [Federal Housing Administration] has long backed loans with down payments as low as 3.5
percent. It accepts buyers with lower credit scores and those with thinner credit records,” says
personal finance and real estate writer Teresa Mears in U.S. News & World Report.

Conventional loans. Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac do, in fact, back
loans with down payments at 3
percent and above. You will,
however, need better credit to be
approved for this type of loan, but
in the end it will be cheaper than
an FHA loan. 

U.S. Department of Veterans
Affairs. Get a VA loan with 0
percent down. You still must qualify
for this program based on income
and credit, but if you have served
in the military, you are already
halfway toward approval.
Additional fees do apply, however,
though they are smaller than the
fees with the above loans and can
be waived if you have a
service-related disability.

U.S. Department of Agriculture. “The USDA guarantees loans with nothing down in rural and
suburban areas to those who meet income and other qualifications, and the rates are often lower than
those of conventional loans,” Mears says. There is a monthly fee with a USDA loan, as well as an
upfront mortgage insurance premium (MIP), but the program is still another solid option.

The downside with most of these is that you are required to pay private mortgage insurance (PMI) due
to the fact that, with a smaller down payment, the lender is taking a bigger risk on approving your
mortgage. On the other hand, MIPs and PMI can typically be financed, and they don’t last forever.

“When your loan-to-value ratio is 80 percent, you can ask the lender if you can stop paying PMI; at 78
percent, the lender is required to cancel it,” says U.S. News Money contributor Geoff Williams. 

Putting 20 Percent or More Down 







Of course, putting 20 percent down is not a bad idea if you can afford it. There are many benefits to
doing so, according to NerdWallet:

Better chance of getting approved
Better mortgage interest rate 
Lower upfront fees
Lower ongoing fees
More equity in your home right away
Lower monthly payment
No PMI or MIP

Paying more than 20 percent down is also an option. According to Trulia.com, $417,000 is the cutoff
point where a mortgage qualifies as a jumbo loan, and with jumbo loans, the break point is typically 25
percent. That means that paying 25 percent down on a loan at that price point or above will indeed get
you a better interest rate.

In conclusion, put down as much as you can afford. Just be sure not to put yourself in the position to
have to take money from what you’ll need for closing costs, necessary repairs and general
emergencies. Paying as much as you can (within reason) will maximize the benefits and minimize the
disadvantages of whatever amount you choose to put as your down payment.
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Smart Financial Moves You Can Do Today
Get ahead of the financial game by planning for your future savings
now

From planning and tracking spending to building your savings and credit score, it’s important to
understand what you can do now to help with your future monetary needs.

Track Your Spending
A November 2012 article in U.S.
News Money by staff writer
Kimberly Palmer claims that one of
the easiest things you can do first
to help your financial stability is to
decide on your money savings and
spending goals. Do you want to
save up for that three-bedroom,
two-bathroom home in a nice
neighborhood? Or do you want to
take a sabbatical from work and
travel the globe? Identifying your
goals will help you focus your
spending habits on only the
essentials as you look to save.

“Keeping track of every expenditure
over a two-week period can offer
insight into unnecessary wastes,
from restaurant meals to cab
rides,” says Palmer.

Palmer also suggests you review your account statements on a monthly basis. This is a smart
financial move not only to help you stay frugal but also to protect your money.

“An unfamiliar charge on a credit card is often the first sign of identity theft,” says Palmer. Checking
your accounts is very easy and can be done via mailed statements and online for most financial
institutions.

An April 2013 article in the Wall Street Journal highlights how to create a mindset for healthy spending
and saving.

“[Considering your income] the rule of thumb is: 50/30/20. The idea is 50 percent of your take-home
pay goes to needs, 30 percent to wants, 20 percent to savings,” says founder and chief executive of
MoneyZen Wealth Management LLC Manisha Thakor.

Start Saving Now
Especially for the younger generation, starting a savings account is crucial to a financially stable
future. Start putting money away for retirement as soon as possible, even if it’s a small amount; you
can always increase your savings contributions as your income increases.   

“The simple truth is that the compounding [interest] of earnings in a retirement account creates the
potential for an exponential increase in your retirement savings,” says professor of law at Emory
University Rafael Pardo in an April 2013 article in the Wall Street Journal.

And although it sounds counterproductive, financial experts suggest younger adults looking to start
their retirement savings do so with Roth accounts over traditional ones.







“It’s true that traditional IRAs and 401(k) contributions offer upfront tax deductions. But most young
people are in the lowest tax brackets they’ll ever be in, and the value of the taxes you’ll save is
relatively low. By contrast, Roth IRAs and 401(k)s don’t give you a tax break when you contribute. In
exchange, though, you’ll earn tax-free growth throughout your career – and avoid what could be much
higher tax rates by the time you retire,” reports CFP Dan Caplinger in a March 2015 article on CNN
Money.

Handle Your Debt to Build Credit
In an April 2013 article in the Wall Street Journal, financial planner and principal at California Financial
Advisors Michelle Perry Higgins also suggests paying off any student loans and major credit card debt
as soon as possible.

For one, interest rates will only add to your debt over time. Paying off such large debt will also help
you build better credit, which is necessary for larger purchases, like buying a home.

An April 2013 article in Time Money suggests building your credit score by having two to four credit
cards but using only one.

“Scorers look at how much credit is available to you – in relation to how much you’re not using. Make
one your primary card and ice the others,” advises Time Money.

Paying off your credit card debts each month will also help you reap more rewards than just improved
credit scores. Most credit cards offer rewards points (sometimes as rebates or money back on
purchases), fraud protection and even liability protection for holders who pay off their debt each
month, says Palmer. This will only help in maintaining your healthy spending and savings mindset.

If you need guidance on any other smart financial moves you can make today, contact us and we’ll be
happy to help.
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How Leasing Equipment Can Save You Money
Cut your startup expenses in half by renting instead of buying

Are you a budding entrepreneur looking to equip your new business? No matter what you may
need—computers, desks, heavy machinery, etc.—you obviously want to make the most efficient
purchasing decisions possible. Have you ever considered leasing your equipment rather than buying it
outright? Read on to see how leasing resources can save you money and benefit you in many other
ways.

Lower initial investment

Especially with businesses that are
just getting off the ground, a low
upfront cost is a huge advantage to
leasing over buying. Many financial
services companies save you
money with an equipment lease
program specially designed around
your specific needs and budget.

“Many small businesses struggle
with cash flow and must keep their
coffers as full as possible. Because
leases rarely require a down
payment, you can acquire new
equipment without tapping
much-needed funds,” explains
Peter Alexander of
Entrepreneur.com.

Keep up with technology

The financial experts at Trade Capital Funding note that when you rent equipment, you can more
easily upgrade to the most up-to-date model. You aren’t stuck with old technology that cost you a
fortune when you bought it; you are free to upgrade in a shorter amount of time. This also helps you
keep up with your larger, more financially capable competitors, so you don’t lose as much ground to
them by using out-of-date tech.

Save on maintenance

This is another area in which you can save additional funds. According to the U.S. Department of
Commerce website: “You not only conserve your company’s cash, but you can save a substantial
amount of money in repairs, upgrades and maintenance since many lease agreements cover these
expenses.”

Less room for budgeting mistakes

Because payments are fixed and regular when leasing equipment, you have a predetermined monthly
line item, leaving less room for costly fiscal mistakes. In fact, 35 percent of respondents in an
Equipment Leasing and Financing Association survey said this was leasing’s second greatest benefit.

Flexible terms and tax advantages

Just the thought of applying for a business loan sends many new business owners’ heads spinning. A
lease is typically easier to obtain than a loan is, and you save the time and hassle of having to find a
company that will extend you the needed credit. The terms of a lease agreement are usually more







flexible as well.

Furthermore, you may qualify for a tax break when you lease equipment.

“If you use the leased asset in your business, you may enjoy a potential tax advantage because your
lease or rental payments are fully deductible,” says the U.S. Small Business Administration website.

Room for evaluation

With a lease, there is no long-term commitment, so if you decide after a while that a particular piece of
equipment is not a good fit for you, or you don’t have a legitimate need for it, you are not out a huge
investment.

Of course, leasing does have its disadvantages too. As mentioned, you may not need the equipment
after a while, but you are obligated to continue to pay for as long as the lease runs. Also, you end up
paying more in the long run.

“The lifetime cost of the asset is generally going to be higher than if you purchased it,” the U.S. SBA
writes.  

In general, however, there are a number of advantages, financial and otherwise, to leasing your
tangible resources.
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Holyoke Credit Union Community Shred Day
Saturday, October 29, 2016 

Are you holding on to old documents, afraid to throw them in the trash for fear of someone capturing
your personal information?  Now is the time to clean house, declutter and lighten your load.  

Holyoke Credit Union is committed to helping our members and neighbors to safeguard you from
identity theft.  One way we are doing this is by partnering with ProShred Security to offer you a FREE
Community Shred Day.  

Just bring your old documents (i.e., tax returns, bank statements, bills, mail, etc.) to HCU’s Main
Branch at 490 Westfield Road in Holyoke from 9:00 am -12:00 pm on Saturday, October 29, 2016.  

The ProShred Security truck will be there to take your documents and shred them on the spot.  

Declutter your home without the worry of identity thieves getting your personal information! 
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How to Keep Track of Passwords Safely
Don’t leave your personal info vulnerable!

Passwords: You need them for nearly everything these days, and it seems like each website or
account has its own unique specifications for their creation. And of course, it is strongly discouraged
to use the same password for all sites. So how can you keep track of them all?

Expert technology writer Rick Broida of Computerworld wrote in an article for PCWorld that he
discourages his friends from keeping lists in a text file, spreadsheet or other similarly insecure
document.

“That’s a disaster waiting to
happen. If a hacker ever finds his
way onto one of their PCs, those
passwords will be easier to steal
than a whiff of chocolate at the
Hershey factory,” Broida says.
“What’s more, if one of my amigos
ever needs access to those
passwords while traveling, he’s out
of luck. Same goes for a hard-drive
crash: It’ll take down that password
list along with everything else.”

The solution is simple. Utilize one
of the multitude of password
manager services out there, many
of which are free and offer great,
useful additional features. Here are
some of the most recommended.

Clipperz

Access this free online password manager anywhere, and feel secure doing so.

“Storing passwords and other confidential information online can make [some people] nervous, but
Clipperz uses an encryption method that means not even Clipperz knows what it’s storing,” writes
productivity blogger Leo Babauta on Lifehack.com.

This is one of the solutions that stores more information than just passwords – Clipperz can save and
remember credit card and account numbers and much more.

LastPass

For an app that utilizes fingerprint recognition and other biometric scanners, LastPass is surprisingly
simple to use. Available on iOS and Android, and even alternative devices such as Windows Phones,
the technology employs super-secure two-step authentication to access your information.

It too can store additional information, as well as capture Wi-Fi passwords, in a databaselike interface
– great for those trying to upgrade from an unprotected spreadsheet. It even offers a password
generator feature to create a random password meeting all of a certain site’s specifications, and then
it stores it safely and automatically.

However, Kit Eaton of the New York Times found that LastPass does have one drawback:

“While the app is free, to make the most of all its powers, like automatically filling in details on Web
sites, you have to pay a subscription of $12 a year,” Eaton says in a 2013 article.







sites, you have to pay a subscription of $12 a year,” Eaton says in a 2013 article.

1Password

This may be one of the best-known password manager apps, and its popularity may be due in part to
its amazing security. It doesn’t have two-step authentication, but it never sends data to servers,
according to technology reporter for the Wall Street Journal Geoffrey A. Fowler.

“For the really paranoid, 1Password offers the most control over where your encrypted vault of
passwords gets stored,” Fowler writes.

The tech allows you to sync passwords across devices using local Wi-Fi networks or Dropbox or
other cloud-based service providers, which is a big plus due to its higher price and the fact that
software for each platform (e.g., Mac, Windows, iOS) is sold separately.

Dashlane

Fowler recommends Dashlane for your secure password storage needs.

“Dashlane is like the memory you wish you had. It keeps track of not only passwords, but also credit
card numbers and user IDs, filling them in when you need them across many different devices,” he
explains.

It’s free to download on a single device, but there is a fee to use it – $30 a year allows the app to
automatically sync your data across multiple devices. You can try it fee-free for 30 days.

The best part about Dashlane is its ease of use. Upon setup, the app and its web browser plug-ins
find passwords that you’ve already been saving unencrypted on the internet and input them for you. It
also has the unique ability to learn new passwords, usernames and much more automatically as you
type them for the first time.

 While each of these solutions comes with its own set of pros and cons, all are better than the
alternative – an insecure, vulnerable set of passwords and account numbers. 
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FAFSA Changes
What to know about the new FAFSA schedule

The process for applying for financial aid has been changed, so if you are planning on filling out the
Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) soon, here is some information you need to know.

On Sept. 14, 2015, President Obama announced a new set of regulations that would change the
schedule for applying for student aid through the FAFSA process. These changes will impact millions
of students who will submit an application when the 2017-18 cycle begins.

Now, students who are submitting a FAFSA will have the opportunity to do so three months earlier
than students in previous years could. Instead of submitting the 2017-18 FAFSA on Jan. 1, they will
be able to get the process over with in the fall and submit it as early as Oct 1. There is no change to
the schedule for the 2016-17 FAFSA, which became available Jan. 1, 2016.

“The earlier submission date will be a permanent change, enabling students to complete and submit
their FAFSAs as early as October 1 every year,” states the website maintained by Federal Student
Aid, an office of the U.S. Department of Education.

Families that have gone through the process in previous years now need to get used to this new
schedule. Furthermore, it means that earlier income and tax information must be used when filling out
the applicable financial information.

“For example, on the 2017-18 FAFSA, students (and parents, as appropriate) will report their 2015
income and tax information, rather than their 2016 income and tax information,” states the Federal
Student Aid website.

This change doesn’t just mean you
need to pay extra attention when
reporting tax information; it has
far-reaching implications for
families looking to plan their taxes
and educational finances most
effectively.

“To secure the best aid offer, you
may need to tweak the way you
manage income and assets that
have an impact on financial aid,”
says Kaitlin Pitsker in an article
from Kiplinger’s Personal Finance.
“For example, if you plan to realize
capital gains on your stocks or
bonds, you’ll want to do so before
January 1 of your student’s
sophomore year of high school to
avoid having the money count as
income on the FAFSA – a year
earlier than on the old timeline.”

Students frequently pay for school using a combination of sources. Money obtained through the
FAFSA process is often supplemented by savings accounts from family members, such as 529
educational savings plans. Grandparents who hold 529 savings plans should be aware that the new
FAFSA schedule also impacts them.

“Previously, withdrawals from such accounts counted as student income during the first three years of







“Previously, withdrawals from such accounts counted as student income during the first three years of
college,” states Pitsker. “Now, distributions made during the last two years aren’t reported on the
FAFSA. So if you can, delay cashing in on the grands’ generosity until those final years.”

While adjusting to the new schedule, make sure to reach out to your financial institution for answers to
any questions you have about paying for your child’s education. You can also refer to the table
outlining these changes that is provided by the Federal Student Aid website at
https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/resources/2017-18-fafsa-process-changes-text.
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5 Easy Ways to Relieve Work Stress
Reduce the stress of your workday with these five simple tips

Whether you work in an office, at a restaurant or on a construction site, work is always one of the
major causes of stress. Small amounts of stress can sometimes be beneficial because it motivates
workers to push themselves harder to reach goals, but too much stress can lead to depression and
ultimately burnout if it is not properly dealt with. To avoid these feelings of overwhelming pressure and
anxiety, consider trying these simple methods of reducing stress.

Listen to music

Listening to music during stressful
times has many positive effects on
a person’s health. For starters, it
can lower your blood pressure and
also reduce certain hormones that
are linked to stress. In addition,
USA Today reports that listening to
music can help improve overall
sleep quality, help you eat less and
reduce anxiety as much as a
massage. In particular, listening to
classical music can significantly
help relieve stress, but if that genre
isn’t your cup of tea, try listening to
recorded sounds of nature.

Exercise when you can

Exercising during the workday is
an excellent method of relieving stress, according to WebMD. However, this doesn’t mean that you
have to visit the gym or jog 10 miles before work. A simple walk around the office is enough to get the
blood flowing, which allows mood-boosting endorphins to be released throughout the bloodstream.
This can relieve stress and allow you to return to work in a better state of mind. In addition,
Health.com reports that by taking a walk outside the office during lunch hours, the vitamin D from the
sunlight can actually raise your body’s serotonin levels, which relieves stress. The smells, sounds and
visuals also provide welcome distractions that allow people to get out of their own heads.

Talk about your feelings

If the stress of the workday is becoming unbearable, it could be time to pick up the phone to call a
trusted friend or family member. According to the Mayo Clinic, sometimes the simple act of talking
about stressful feelings can be helpful. In addition, the trusted person on the other end of the line
could propose ideas on how to better deal with the situation. Also, once the conversation nears its
conclusion, it could be a good idea to express your gratitude to the person on the other end of the
phone call. Feelings of gratefulness can activate parts of the brain associated with dopamine, which
also helps alleviate stress.

Find an outlet

Whether it’s taking your dog for a walk, writing in your journal or taking a bath each night before going
to sleep, it’s important to create a relaxing routine away from the stress associated with work. Some
people may argue that they don’t have time for these leisure activities, but setting time aside for fun
events can help reduce tension, alleviate stress and avoid burnout. This allows people to be more
productive when they do return to work. If you need help coming up with a hobby, WebMD suggests







activities such as volunteer work, gardening or caring for pets.

Drink tea instead of coffee

While it’s true that caffeine provides a short-term rush of energy, after the effects of coffee finally wear
off, coffee can make work-related stress even worse, according to Health.com. Instead of drinking
coffee, try drinking green tea. This tea only has half the amount of caffeine as a normal cup of coffee
and contains theanine, which is an amino that reduces agitation because it helps calm the nervous
system.

Two of the best ways to reduce work-related stress are to eat right and get a good night’s sleep, but if
that still isn’t enough to keep you calm and steady at work, then consider using one or more of the tips
from the list above in order to alleviate that unnecessary pressure and anxiety.
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Best Vehicles for Camping
These vehicles can handle the trails

Camping with friends or family can be exciting, but if you don’t want to rent an RV every time you take
to Mother Nature, here is a list of vehicles that you should consider.

Jeep Wrangler: The Wrangler is
an iconic vehicle that has been a
perennial favorite for people who
love the outdoors. In addition to its
go-anywhere attitude, the Wrangler
is available with the Jeep Trail
Edition camper, which can
accommodate up to four adults.
Available in Trail and Extreme Trail
versions, these campers boast a
sofa with a storage table, a
queen-size bed, canvas enclosures
and so much more. In standard
form, it can tackle the trails as well
as it can handle the asphalt.

“There is … plenty to love about
this unique, characterful, capable
and unabashedly all-American
SUV,” notes Edmunds.

Honda Ridgeline: Named the No. 1 Compact Pickup by U.S. News & World Report, the Ridgeline
makes its way back into Honda dealerships after a hiatus, better than ever. A dual-action tailgate
helps make loading and unloading incredibly easy, and the 7.3-cubic foot In-Bed Trunk can hold an
82-quart ice chest. Once you get to your destination, you’ll enjoy the truck bed outlets and the world’s
first truck bed audio system. Don’t forget to ask about the all-season floor mats too.

“In the same way that a car-based crossover is a better choice for most families than a truck-based
SUV, the Ridgeline is a better choice for a large swath of pickup buyers. It really is more comfortable,
more fuel efficient, roomier, and easier to live with than its primary competitors,” says Autoblog.

Ford Expedition: You can imagine why a full-size SUV would be helpful during a camping trip. The
Expedition EL model  can haul you and up to seven others with a maximum of 168.3 cubic feet of
space. The 3.5-liter EcoBoost V6 engine, which produces 365 horsepower and 420 pound/foot of
torque, offers a towing capacity of 9,200 pounds. You can also use the Truck Apps suite of tools to
enhance off-roading and towing.

“The Expedition is quietly reasserting itself not only as a rival, but also as a true contender for the
domestic full-size-SUV crown. If your vehicular needs include loads of interior space and towing
capability in a traditional SUV package, the rebooted and EcoBoosted Expedition deserves a serious
look,” adds Car and Driver.

Ram 1500: There’s always room for a pickup on any list that has to do with camping, and the Ram
1500 may be the best of the bunch. You can equip the Ram 1500 with a fuel-efficient EcoDiesel
engine, but it’s the available features that set it apart. The class-exclusive RamBox Cargo
Management System enables you to haul nearly anything you can imagine, from ATVs to all of your
hunting and fishing equipment. The Uconnect infotainment system keeps you connected to what
matters to you.







“The 2016 Ram 1500 is a top contender in the full-size pickup segment, thanks to a winning
combination of strong powertrains, a smooth ride and a well-trimmed cabin,” sums up Autoweek.

No matter what vehicle you’re looking for, we have the right auto loan for you, so stop by today to find
out more.
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Take a Trip to Jazzy New Orleans
How to live large in the Big Easy

Known for its rich cultural history, delicious French and Creole cuisine and fun-loving attitude, New
Orleans is often referred to as the “most unique” city in the United States. It is certainly one of the
most popular with tourists, ranking among America’s top 10 most-visited cities. Follow this guide to
the city’s best eats and attractions, and it will be easy for you to see the reason why!

What to do

Founded in 1718, the French
Quarter is the oldest neighborhood
in New Orleans, and easily its most
famous. The lovely architecture and
cafes make the French Quarter
ideal for a daytime stroll or carriage
ride, but it’s the raucous nightlife
that the Quarter is best known for.
That’s particularly true on the iconic
Bourbon Street, which includes
legendary watering holes like Pat
O’Brien’s Bar and The Old Absinthe
House.

Locals also recommend
Frenchmen Street, a less touristy
four-block stretch of good drinks
and arguably superior music. Some
of the most popular spots include
The Spotted Cat, Three Muses and d.b.a.

The New Orleans area offers both urban excitement and thrilling wildlife, thanks to the Louisiana
bayous. There are several companies offering guided swamp tours, which provide visitors with scenic
and educational trips through the bayous on airboats or flatboats. If the sight of snakes or alligators is
likely to make you nervous, though, it might be best to stay on land!

Where to eat

There are many classic dishes associated with New Orleans, and plenty of restaurants across the city
serving up definitive versions of each staple. For example, the undisputed champion of beignets is the
French Quarter’s historic Café du Monde, where the fluffy pastries are best enjoyed with a cup of café
au lait (coffee with hot milk). See the full menu at http://cafedumonde.com/.

When it comes to po-boy sandwiches, the Parkway Bakery and Tavern’s Golden Fried Shrimp Poor
Boy is generally regarded as the best in town. In fact, the unassuming bakery comes so highly
recommended that President Barack Obama ate there with his family when he visited New Orleans in
2010. See what’s on offer at http://parkwaypoorboys.com/.

Other essential eats include the fried chicken at Willie Mae’s Scotch House, the seafood gumbo
served up at Dooky Chase’s in Treme, and for truly adventurous diners, the fried frog legs and goose
fat fries at The Delachaise.

Where to stay

Located just blocks from the French Quarter, the Ritz-Carlton is a classic hotel offering up the kind of
old world charm that many expect from NOLA. Dublin-born chef Matt Murphy’s in-house restaurant, M







Bistro, provides farm-to-table and authentic New Orleans cuisine, while the adjacent Davenport
Lounge serves up cocktails and live entertainment from trumpeter Jeremy Davenport. Despite the
ritzy feel, the hotel can actually represent a good value, too, with rates in the summer sometimes
dipping as low as $150. For more information, visit http://ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/new-orleans.

If you are looking for a more romantic getaway, consider the Soniat House, a quaint little inn that
offers balconies, elegant and antique décor and a beautiful, expansive garden courtyard. The Soniat
House defines the concept of “Southern hospitality,” with hot biscuits delivered to your room each and
every morning. To make your reservations, go to http://soniathouse.com/.

Whether sipping on a hurricane cocktail or supping on seafood gumbo, you are sure to discover both
excitement and relaxation in the Big Easy. Plan your trip today, and go discover why New Orleans
remains one of America’s favorite vacation destinations. 
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Composting 101: Your Green Guide to Recycling
Your Kitchen Scraps
Go green by starting your own compost pile

Composting is a natural process that happens around the world. As organic matter decomposes, it
becomes a soil-like material that is perfect to use in gardening. If you have been considering building
your very own compost pile, you’re in luck. It’s an easy way to go green, while also reducing the
amount of trash sent to your local landfill. Here is all the information you need to start recycling your
kitchen scraps and building a compost pile to keep your garden looking spectacular.

How to get started

Starting a compost pile is as simple
as choosing the right container and
location. According to Real Simple
magazine, the container should be
made of a sturdy material like wood
and no smaller than 3 feet by 3 feet.
Find a shady spot with good
drainage to place this container.

Once the container is chosen, it’s
time to learn what can and cannot
be composted. Any organic
material can be composted, such
as leaves, straw, egg shells, coffee
grounds and fruit peels. Basically, if
a material was once a plant, it can
be used in a compost heap. There
are also two different types of
waste: brown and green. Brown
materials are carbon-rich and typically come from trees. These materials include wood chips, straw,
branches and dry leaves. Green material provides the heap with nitrogen and includes grass clippings
and kitchen scraps. Add waste in a ration of three “browns” to one “green.”

After adding the material, it is always a good idea to help jump-start the process. PlanetNatural.com
suggests using an activator, which can be found in any home good store. Then, fold in a couple
shovelfuls of garden soil and let the process begin.

How to maintain your compost pile

Taking care of a compost pile is simple since it is an extremely low-maintenance organic process.
Simply add more material regularly to keep the process going. When you add a new material, dig a
hole in the pile and stir the new stuff in. MarthaStewart.com also suggests turning the pile weekly
when it’s warm out and only every now and then when the weather is cold. The pile’s process will
slow dramatically in cold weather. It’s also important to keep the compost pile moist, so make sure you
water it every once in a while. The pile should be like a wrung-out sponge; damp but not drippy.

How to tell your compost is ready to use

The composting process can take anywhere from a few months to a year until it is ready, depending
on how large the heap is and the season. When it is ready, it will look and smell like very dark soil.
For those that are unsure as to the readiness of the compost, just do what is called the Baggie test.
Place a small amount in a plastic bag and smell it before sealing. Then, place the bag in a drawer for a
few days. When you open the bag in a few days, it should smell like it did when the bag first went into







few days. When you open the bag in a few days, it should smell like it did when the bag first went into
the drawer. If it smells worse, then the compost is not ready to use.

Common mistakes

One of the most common mistakes people make with a compost heap is forgetting to keep it moist.
When the heap dries out, the process will stop. It’s hard to remember that composting is an active
process, so it’s important to check the pile regularly during hot, dry weather. Also, many people forget
to use different materials. Using a variety of materials will help the compost soil become nutrient rich,
which is great for a garden.

Composting is a great choice for homeowners who are looking to go green while gardening. By
creating your own compost pile, kitchen scraps and lawn trimmings will be put to good use, helping
you be more eco-friendly.
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5 Scary Books to Read This October
Five terrifying tomes to explore just in time for Halloween

Halloween season is upon us, which means that you might suddenly feel compelled to put on a scary
movie or spend an hour poking about in the dark at a haunted attraction. If you are a voracious reader
who wants to apply your fondness for October terrors to your to-be-read pile, then you have no
shortage of novels, collections and anthologies to choose from. Here are five great books to choose if
you want to satiate your appetite for frights this fall.

“The October Country” by Ray
Bradbury

Few authors have ever exhibited a
singular grasp on an idea quite like
how the late Ray Bradbury could
write about October. 1955’s “The
October Country” collects 19 of
Bradbury’s most terrifying tales,
including classics such as “The
Scythe,” “The Wind” and “The
Dwarf.” Each story is rich in
atmosphere, and whenever fall is
brought into focus, the reader can
practically hear the leaves
crunching beneath their feet. Those
who read and loved Bradbury’s
“The Halloween Tree” or
“Something Wicked This Way
Comes” cannot miss this collection,
which is available for purchase at
https://amazon.com/October-Country-Ray-Bradbury/dp/034532448X.

“Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark” Series by Alvin Schwartz

The urban legends and folk tales found in Alvin Schwartz’ “Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark” trilogy will
likely strike a familiar chord. Schwartz’ recounting of classic tales takes a backseat, however, to the
unsettling illustrations of Stephen Gammell. Gammell’s artwork was the primary reason that the
“Scary Stories” series was the single most challenged work by the American Library Association
during the 1990s, with illustrations for stories like “The Dream” and “The Haunted House” plaguing the
nightmares of countless children. Gammell’s illustrations were removed from later editions, so it is
best to track down a used copy of “The Scary Stories Treasury,” available at
https://amazon.com/Scary-Stories-Treasury-Alvin-Schwartz/dp/B00BXU4RF0.

“The Haunting of Hill House” by Shirley Jackson

Widely believed to be the best haunted-house story ever written, 1959’s “The Haunting of Hill House”
has influenced more than a half-century’s worth of stories, novels and films that followed in its ethereal
footsteps. Jackson’s focus on the relationships between the four main characters, as well as the
relationships between those characters and the eponymous structure, solidifies her place as one of
America’s best literary ghost story scribes. That authors such as Stephen King, Neil Gaiman and
Richard Matheson have been quick to identify this book and her other works as significant influences
on their careers only confirms as much. “The Haunting of Hill House” is available in paperback at
https://amazon.com/Haunting-Hill-House-Penguin-Classics/dp/0143039989.

“It” by Stephen King







Speaking of Stephen King, it would likely be impossible to put together a list of horror books without
pulling in at least one of his titles. One of the most prolific writers of the last 50 years, King’s
ever-expanding oeuvre is replete with modern classics such as “The Shining,” “Carrie” and “The
Green Mile.” “It” is the 1986 tale of an otherworldly being that takes the form of a clown in order to
terrorize a group of children known as “The Losers’ Club.” Whether you consider yourself coulrophobic
(afraid of clowns) or not, Pennywise the Dancing Clown is a figure that will haunt you when the pages
are closed and the lights are off. “It” is available in various physical, digital and audio formats at
https://amazon.com/It/dp/B019PHYQG2.

“The Graveyard Apartment” by Mariko Koike

Mariko Koike is considered one of Japan’s best living authors, and works such as “The Cat in the
Coffin” and “Twinkle, Twinkle” have gone on to earn global acclaim. 1986’s “The Graveyard
Apartment” is considered Koike’s masterwork, but it has gone untranslated for the American market
for 30 years. After much anticipation, Thomas Dunne Books and translator Deborah Boliver Boehm
will bring this harrowing tale to the United States on Oct. 11. After a young couple moves into a new
apartment built next to a graveyard, it does not take long before unusual happenings unfold and the
family finds itself facing the terror of something lurking in the dark recesses of the basement. “The
Graveyard Apartment” is available for pre-order at https://amazon.com/gp/product/1250060540.

If you are looking for a scary read this October, there is a wealth of books to choose from. Whether
you choose one of the five books listed above or a different selection from another author you have
heard good things about, be sure to keep the lights on after you are done reading—just in case.
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